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by Nick Jans (Houghton Mifflin)
You can spend your entire life in Alaska and never see a wolf.
What can happen when you do? Nick Jans’ moving book is the
story of how his life and the lives of others changed when a
young wolf inched closer and closer to his neighborhood in
Juneau. Over the course of six years, Romeo (as Jans nicknames him) becomes many things to the people and dogs in
that community—concern, companion, curiosity—but this wild
wolf remains wild. This is a fascinating read for anyone interested in the physical characteristics and behavior of wolves or
the dynamics that go along with people and wild animals
increasingly sharing living space. ~ Brendie

The Signature of All Things
by Elizabeth Gilbert (Penguin)
Plunging into this ambitious, amazingly researched novel, I was
not of this century but part of the great age of discovery and
debate. In 1800s America, plain Alma Whittaker becomes a
scientist by absorbing vast quantities of knowledge through her
father’s gardens, greenhouses, and collections of botanical art
and scientific journals. She creates a fulfilling career for herself
while studying the wonders of life, and
her character grows in depth with her
profound knowledge. Gilbert touches on
the themes of a deeper spirituality and
psycho-sexuality, creationism versus evolution, and the revelations of Darwin’s
Origin of the Species. This is a grand read,
an adventure into a more innocent era
and a thought-provoking experience that
I enjoyed immensely. ~ Julie

The War That Ended Peace:
The Road to 1914
by Margaret MacMillan (Random House)
Among the glut of WWI books marking its
centenary, this stands out as one of the
best. Rather than focus on the war itself,

MacMillan examines the lines of thought and culture that led to
the war. In a setting of increasing globalism, liberalism, and
peace, how did we come to this all-consuming war of disastrous
proportions? Politics, culture, and history collide in a fascinating
work as much about individuals as it is about historical trends.
The lessons resonate even today, a hundred years later. Let us
hope we can learn from them. ~ Tim

A Sudden Light
by Garth Stein (Simon & Schuster)
Garth Stein brings us another winner! It’s a haunting Pacific
Northwest ghost story of a family and the majestic trees and
forests that brought them riches, tragedy, and finally redemption. The complicated and star-crossed love stories that span
generations form a brilliant tale of compassion and hope. From
the teenaged Trevor’s exploration of his family’s old mansion
built with tree trunks and timber money, to the soaring vistas
from the tops of the magnificent forest cathedrals venerated by
his great uncle, I fell into this story whole-heartedly. ~ Victoria
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All the Light We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr (Scribner)
(Bloomsbury)

Man, this sci-fi/fantasy is GOOD! Paige is a dreamwalker, someone
who illegally hacks into minds, mining for information to sell or trade.
Our heroine is the best of the best at this skill but someone outside
her gang wants to use her for her own nefarious reasons. This is the
first of a seven-book series and is great for older teens and adults.
~ René

Working Stiff: Two Years, 262 Bodies,
and the Making of a Medical Examiner
by Judy Melinek, M.D. andT.I. Mitchell

(Scribner)

Realizing that a career as a surgeon was not for her, Melinek pursued
forensic pathology instead. She tells stories from her introduction to
the field, and her time working as a medical examiner in NYC. She
writes frankly and compellingly about death, the ways in which people
deal with it, and the things she learns from the dead. Though the
material has the potential to be horrifying, especially considering that
her time in NYC coincided with the September 11 attacks, there is
always a powerful compassion in the way she discusses the worst and
best of humanity that she has seen. I don’t read much non-fiction, but
this book caught and held my interest in the best way. ~ Jo

Exodus 2022
by K en Bennett

(Booktrope Editions)

Since I’m fairly new to science fiction I wasn’t expecting to be sucked
into this new novel by island author Bennett, but it happened. From
the first page I was off on a highly charged tale of an Episcopal priest
from Bremerton, his girlfriend, a group of brutal and ruthless killers,
and a mentally telepathic being. Bennett’s chapters are brief and
have you saying to yourself, “I’ve got time to read just one more
before I fold the laundry, or start dinner or go get the mail.” There’s
often a sudden twist at the end of each chapter. And, before you
know it, he has pulled you along at breakneck speed to the end of the
story. It’s a mesmerizing tale. ~ Ann

Turn Right at Machu Picchu:
Rediscovering the Lost City One Step at a Time
by Mark Adams

(Plume)

You don’t need a ticket to Peru to enjoy this refreshingly candid,
humorous yet very informative account of exploration in the land of
the Inca. The author, a city creature, keeps us smiling as he struggles
in the footsteps of Hiram Bingham, the original “discoverer” of
Machu Picchu in 1911. Along the way we get a vivid feel for life on
the trail in cloud forest and jungle, along breathtaking peaks and
ridges, and among the ruins themselves. Adams leavens the narrative
with history, politics, customs and culture, making for a very balanced
and fascinating introduction to this magical part of the world. ~ John

The Truth about the Harry Quebert Affair
by Joel Dicker

continued from Page 1

(Penguin)

Marcus Goldman, a best-selling writer, heads to a small New
England town to visit his college mentor and cure his writer’s block.
There he learns that his friend has been jailed, accused of the murder of a fifteen year old girlfriend in 1975. Marcus decides to write
about Harry Quebert’s convoluted case in hopes of exonerating him.
Murder, arson, insanity, police cover-ups, and a plot with more twists
and turns than a Monte Carlo road race — there’s something for
everyone in this page turner that’s guaranteed to amuse and entertain. It was a best seller in France and Le Figaro compared it to
Capote’s In Cold Blood — not bad for a debut novel! ~ Susan, leader
of the Eagle Harbor Reader’s Circle & the Mystery Book Group

This is not your typical WWII novel. Yes, the background is the
destruction wrought on Europe by combatants on both sides, but the
story is one that transcends that crude dimorphism. The main characters are unique and memorable, and while their stories do not cross
until fairly late, you cannot help but want to turn the page. Doerr’s
writing is sleek, exquisite, and deft. Intricate, realistic, brightly colored, hopeful, desperate, lyrical… this is truly a beautiful work. ~ Tim

The Heist by Daniel Silva (Harper)
The latest caper of Israeli spy and art restorer Gabriel Allon takes us
from Venice to Geneva, Vienna, Paris and Corsica in search of a
stolen Caravaggio. A fallen British spy is found murdered and his
home contains a staggering stash of stolen masterpieces, among them
a highly prized Caravaggio. He’s been an operative for a ring of
sophisticated thieves trafficking in stolen artworks for a brutal dictator. It’s up to master spy Allon to infiltrate the heady world of private
banking, break up the art trafficking ring, redirect the wealth of a very
nasty head of state and… oh yes, recover the Caravaggio! This sequel
to last year’s English Girl is a must-read thriller. ~ Susan, leader of the
Eagle Harbor Reader’s Circle & the Mystery Book Group

The Battle for God: A History of Fundamentalism
by K aren Armstrong

(Ballantine)

What is fundamentalism? Is it as old as the religions themselves, or a
more recent phenomenon? Karen Armstrong, who has proven her
mettle when it comes to writing about religion (especially those of
Abrahamic origin: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam), examines this
trend in a compact, informative, and engaging fashion. As myth and
cult decline in the face of modernity, the twin specters of literalism
and fundamentalism emerge as reactions to the cold realism of the
modern world. Her treatment of the phenomenon across all three
religions is enlightening and more important than ever. ~ Tim

Broadchurch by Erin K elly and Chris Chibnall (Minotaur)
The town of Broadchurch is rocked by the murder of eleven year old
Danny Latimer, a close friend to the children of Detective Inspector
Elly Miller. She and her new Detective Superintendent are not the
closest of colleagues at the moment, complicating the investigation.
As evidence is revealed, everyone in town becomes a suspect and
secrets come out from behind everyone’s woodwork. The shocking climax rattles the careers of both Elly and her boss and changes the idyllic life in Broadchurch. Based on the screenplay for a popular British
TV series, this novel is well written, complex and suspenseful, a solid
British thriller and a real page turner. ~ Susan, leader of the Eagle
Harbor Reader’s Circle & the Mystery Book Group

The Coming of the Third Reich by Richard J. Evans (Penguin)
Fascism remains an enduring fascination for many, the great Evil of our
century. But it did not arise in a vacuum. The Nazi Party in particular
had a history intricately intertwined with the events of the early twentieth century. British scholar Evans holds a close light to the evolution of
the German nationalist scene, following disparate threads across the
culture in the wake of the Great War as they coalesced in the hands of
Hitler and the Nazis. While the whole Nazi trilogy is worth reading, this
is the essential volume for its in-depth study of the origins of Nazism,
replete with eerie parallels for modern culture. ~ Tim

Charming by Elliott James (Hachette)
This urban fantasy is one of those perfect light and funny books:
A prince from a long line of Charmings, trained by the Knights
Templar to find witches and slay dragons, has been cursed to be one
of the monsters he used to slay. Now, hiding behind the face of a bartender, he spends his time staying out of trouble... until a blonde
walks into his bar. ~ René

Don't miss Staff Picks New in Paperback, page 11!

Staff Picks New in Paperback!
Unbroken: A World War II Story of Survival,
Resilience and Redemption by Laura Hillenbrand (Random House)
Add the words “powerful” and “inspiring” to the subtitle of this
impeccably researched and skillfully crafted biography of bombardier Louie Zamperini. Hillenbrand’s telling of Zamperini’s
years as a World War II POW is a roller-coaster ride of contrasts: life and death, hope and despair, great cruelty and great
courage. Before this book, I had never heard of Zamperini.
Now I will never forget him or his saga. Unbroken is unforgettable, will not disappoint, and is destined to be another longrunning bestseller from the author of Seabiscuit. ~ Ranae

The Museum of Extraordinary Things
by Alice Hoffman

(Scribner)

Set in early 20th century New York City, this dazzling novel
involves a charlatan who collects human deformities and animal
wonders for his Coney Island museum. His daughter, born with
webbed hands and incredible swimming skills, is used to attract
museum-goers. Far from being a monster, she has a kind, compassionate nature. Fearful of her father and self-conscious of
her deformity, she longs for a normal life, especially after falling
in love. Between the suspenseful storyline, colorful characters,
a magical backdrop, and rich history of New York, this novel
ponders what it is that makes us human. It is a gem. ~ Jane

Breach of Trust: How Americans Failed Their Soldiers
and Their Country by Andrew Bacevich (Picador)
This treatise diagnoses American military culture and its rippling effect on society at large. Retired US Army colonel
Bacevich draws upon his experiences and those of his son, also
an Army officer, who died as a result of military policy. It is a
fusillade against inept military bureaucracy, examining how an
all-professional military succeeded in severing any meaningful
link between the American public and its armed forces. The
result is a corrupt, inadequate, but hugely profitable military
industry, and a citizenry unconcerned with its troops. Essential
reading for anyone seeking to understand American military
policy over the past half-century. ~ Tim

Zealot: The Life and Times of Jesus of Nazareth
by Reza Aslan

(Random House)

Aslan, author and religious scholar, spent twenty years
researching the life of Jesus of Nazareth: the myths, the misconceptions, and the established facts. His book is an articulate and meticulous retracing of the history of Christianity
from Jesus’s baptism to his crucifixion and resurrection. Since
most of the events recorded in the Bible aren’t a result of eyewitness accounts, and since a majority of the books of the New
Testament were written years after Jesus’s death, Aslan’s task
was daunting. But he has written a fascinating, easily understandable book. ~ Ann

Lighthouse Island by Paulette Jiles (William Morrow & Co.)
Hope and humor provide the perfect counterbalance for the
dire conditions wrought in this dystopian tale. In a critically
over-populated and agency-ridden city-Earth, resourceful
heroine Nadia Stepan embarks on a dangerous journey from
the overcrowded conditions and oppressive regulations of her
native Midwest in search of a better life in the Pacific
Northwest—a better life on an idyllic island which may or may
not even exist. An atmospheric adventure, this was my first
foray into the works of Paulette Jiles, but definitely not my
last. ~ Ranae

EHBC Book Groups

Looking for an open book group? Newcomers & drop-ins welcome!
All groups meet year-round at the bookstore Tuesdays at 7 pm.
Check our website for the latest selections!

Eagle Harbor Reader’s Circle
Meets the first Tuesday of every month at 7 pm.

Tuesday, October 7th, 7pm
The Circle by David Eggers
“What a read! This is a sobering look at social media gone rogue. Read Microsoft meets
Philip K. Dick in this heart-stopping dystopian thriller. Wow!” ~ Susan Braun, Leader of the
Eagle Harbor Reader’s Circle

Tuesday, November 4th, 7pm
Cleopatra: A Life by Stacy Schiff
“Schiff excavates truth from myth with vivid eloquence, taking us back to a life in a time and
place that was both ‘an orgy of pillage and murder’ and ‘the Paris of the ancient world.’”
~ Natasha Clark, Elle. “A swift, sympathetic life of one of history’s most maligned and
legendary women.” ~ Kirkus

Tuesday, December 2nd, 7pm
Tell No One by Harlan Coben
“… begins at a run and in no time is moving at an all-out sprint… The characters are engaging and the strange goings-on will leave readers rapidly turning pages in search of fresh clues....
[Coben] writes with wit and a shrewd sense of plotting.” ~ San Francisco Chronicle

Eagle Harbor Mystery Book Group
Meets the fourth Tuesday of every month at 7 pm.

Tuesday, October 28th, 7pm
The Barbed Crown by William Dietrich
W illiam Dietrich will take part in this discussion! Meet at the bookstore at 5:15 to join him
for dinner. “Rich in historical detail. . . The battle of Trafalgar is narrated magnificently. There
are also plots, twists, and counterplots along with searches for religious relics… Historical
fiction fans will relish this over-the-top romp as they wallow in the color and the history.”
~ Library Journal

Tuesday, November 25th, 7pm
Indemnity Only (V.I. Warshawski Novels) by Sara Paretsky
America’s “most convincing and engaging” (Entertainment Weekly) female private-eye, V.I.
Warshawski, is looking for a missing coed, but finds a large scam involving big business executives, notorious underworld figures and murder.

Tuesday, January 27th, 2015, 7pm
Crocodile on the Sandbank (Amelia Peabody Mysteries)
by Elizabeth Peters
This is the first in a beloved series. At thirty-two, strong-willed Amelia Peabody decides to use
her inheritance to pursue Egyptology. Amelia encounters a young woman and the two become
fast friends, encountering mysteries, missing mummies, and an opinionated archaeologist who
doesn’t need a woman’s help—or so he thinks.

Eagle Harbor Speculative Fiction Reading Group
Meets the first Tuesday of every month at 7 pm.

Tuesday, October 7th, 7pm
The Secret History by Donna Tartt
Tartt, winner of the 2014 Pulitzer Prize for The Goldfinch, established herself as a major
talent with The Secret History, which has become a contemporary classic. “Enthralling…
A remarkably powerful novel [and] a ferociously well-paced entertainment… ”
~ The New York Times Book Review

Tuesday, November 4th, 7pm
Ghost Story by Peter Straub
For four aging men in the terror-stricken town of Milburn, New York, an act inadvertently
carried out in their youth has come back to haunt them. Now they are about to learn what
happens to those who believe they can bury the past—and get away with murder.
“The terror just mounts and mounts.” ~ Stephen King

Tuesday, December 2nd, 7pm
Speaker for the Dead (The Ender Quintet) by Orson Scott Card
The second in the Ender Quintet series and winner of both Hugo and Nebula Awards, this
novel tells the story of Ender Wiggin, a young military genius, who discovers that a second alien
war is inevitable and that he must dismiss his fears to make peace with humanity’s strange new
brothers.

OCTOBER/NOVEMBER EVENTS
October 1st
Wednesday, 1pm

ALIX CHRISTIE
Gutenberg’s Apprentice
Appropriately for today’s
world, where the status of
the printed book seems to be
in flux, this afternoon’s special event features London
journalist and letterpress
printer Alix Christie. Her
debut novel tells the story of
the invention of printing in
medieval Germany as a narrative of human drama that
brings Gutenberg’s unsung
partners to the fore. Long
before Zuckerberg there was
Gutenberg, an inventor and
entrepreneur who seduced a venture capitalist and
a scribe to engineer a “media revolution.” Christie
will discuss how the disruptive technology of the
printing press created the modern world, and how
it resembles the digital revolution we are living
through today.
Please RSVP for this special “Brown Bag”
event, to be held in our Used Book Annex.
Note the date and time!

BRENDA PETERSON
Your Life is a Book: How to Craft
& Publish Your Memoir
Help us welcome back beloved Northwest
writer — and writing mentor — Brenda
Peterson, co-writer with
Sarah Jane Freymann of a
book that guides writers
though the transformative
process of memoir writing
to publication. In addition
to discussing elements of
memoir such as story arc,
point of view, and dialogue, their book also
focuses on the self-exploration that this emotional
literary project triggers.
With proven writing exercises, the book is a practical
and enlightening guide. “If I were going to write
the story of my life, this is the book I’d look to
first and last for encouragement, inspiration,
and practical advice.”
~ Nancy Pearl, author of Book Lust

October 21st, Tuesday, 6:30pm

GARTH NIX

PETE FROMM

Clariel: The Lost Abhorsen

If Not For This
Montanan Pete Fromm has
won the Pacific Northwest
Booksellers
Association
Book Award a record four
times, most recently for the
novel As Cool As I Am. We
joyfully welcome him back.
He discusses his latest
novel, a love story like no
other involving Maddy and
Dalton, river rafters in
Montana who fall in love
and marry on the banks of
the Buffalo Fork. When
Maddy discovers she is
pregnant and is diagnosed
with Multiple Sclerosis, they realize their adventure is just beginning “… a terrific novel, poignant
as hell, but feisty, funny, and romantic, too. Pete
Fromm is a powerful, lucid writer, a perfect guide
to the unpredictable rivers and people of the interior West, to their deep channels and breathtaking
turns.” ~ Jess Walter, author of Beautiful Ruins

Taking place at the Sons of Norway Hall
in Poulsbo
Fans of Young Adult fiction won’t want to miss
this special event in
Poulsbo, when best selling
author Garth Nix unveils
the long-awaited fourth
book of the Old Kingdom
series, where fantasy and
magic mix with action and
adventure. Clariel is the
daughter of the one of the
most notable families in
the Old Kingdom, with
blood relations to the
Abhorsen. A natural
hunter, all Clariel ever
thinks about is escaping
the city’s walls and journeying back to the Great
Forest. But forces conspire against Clariel’s
dream. A dangerous Free Magic creature is
loose in the city, and there is a plot brewing
against old King Orrikan. Clariel discovers hidden sorcery within herself, yet it is magic that

Info: Call the store at 206-842-5332, or
Liberty Bay Books at 360-779-5909. Please
note the special day, time, and venue of this
free community event!

November 6th, Thursday, 7:30pm

November 19th, Wednesday, 5-7pm

A Sudden Light

IN-STORE BOOK FAIR

LYNN BRUNELLE

to Benefit Carden Country School

Mama Gone Geek: Calling on
My Inner Science Nerd to Help
Navigate the Ups and Downs
of Parenthood

Support our local independent schools! Our InStore Book Fairs benefit readers at schools and
non-profit organizations.
Come for an evening of
shopping between 5-7pm,
and we will donate 20% of
sales during that period to
Carden Country School, a
small K-8 interdenominational Christian school on
Bainbridge that offers a
proven curriculum for all subjects through all
grades. Carden friends and families will be able
to find fabulous holiday books at the store. In
addition, we will have a selection of “Teacher
and Library Wish List” books. Please join us to
meet teachers and families, enjoy holiday
refreshments, and help this institution!

We’re thrilled to host a pair of local authors
with a national following,
who join each other in the
spirit of friendship to discuss each other’s new
books. Garth Stein, who
wrote the best-selling The
Art of Racing in the Rain,
discusses his rich, atmospheric new novel, a coming-of-age ghost story
about a boy who tries to
save his parents’ marriage
and uncovers a legacy of
family
secrets.
(See
Victoria’s review on page
1.) “Take equal parts mystery, lyrical magic, and a
healthy dose of natural
wonder, add a multi-generational family struggling with the ghosts of
the past, literally and figuratively, and you have A
Sudden Light—a beautiful, deeply thought-provoking story that is impossible to put down.” ~
Jamie Ford, author of
Hotel on the Corner of Bitter
and
Sweet.
Lynn
Brunelle—whose appearances here on behalf of hands-on science experiment books for kids are always lively events—
shares her account of how she connects the
artsy, science-nerd mom to the art and science
of parenting. It’s a field trip through pregnancy

October 18th, Saturday, 7pm

ANN HOOD: ON REVISION

ANN HOOD

We partner with Field’s End to host award-winning
author Ann Hood, whose new novel, An Italian Wife,
is the stirring multigenerational story of an ItalianAmerican family. From 1-3pm in the BIMA auditorium, she will be giving a
Revision Lecture with a Q&A to follow. This talk has been enthusiastically
received wherever she has given it. Ann is an instructor, novelist, essayist, and
on the faculty of various literary conferences and events.
This is a ticketed event through Field’s End,
$25 in advance through September 22nd, $30 thereafter.
Please note the special date, time and venue of this event!

and parenting, sprinkled with a sparkle of science, in a hilarious and awe-inspiring memoir.
“… a testament to the undying love, joy, faith,
and protectiveness a mother feels for her family. Brunelle’s ability to see her world anew, even
as she knows precisely how to describe it to her
children, is refreshing, touching, and, ultimately, very gratifying. Brava!”
~ Garth Stein, author of The Art of Racing in
the Rain

GARTH STEIN

October 18th, Saturday, 1-3pm
Part one of a special, two-part Field’s
End Event, taking place at Bainbridge
Island Museum of Art

EHBC

carries great dangers. Can she rise above the
temptation of power, vanquish the creature, and
save the King?

October 19th, Sunday, 3pm

October 2nd, Thursday, 7:30pm

AT

Knitting the Arts Together:
Tales from K nitting Yarns

November 29th, Saturday
9am-6pm

SMALL BUSINESS
SATURDAY:
INDIES FIRST!
Sherman Alexie’s brainchild of last year — a
nation-wide event celebrating independent
bookstores and the
authors they support
— has blossomed
into a full-fledged
tradition in only its
second year. The
idea is that local
authors hang out with customers and booksellers in their hometown or favorite bookstores
on Small Business Saturday, chatting up some of
their favorite books (in addition to the ones they
themselves have written, of course!). At EHBC
last year the welter of personalities, books and
ideas was positively intoxicating, with appearances by authors including David Guterson,
Carol Cassella, Jonathan Evison, Rebecca
Wells, Kelli Russell Agodon, and Garth Stein.
Come get a good start on your Holiday lists, support your local independent bookstore, and rub
shoulders with some amazing literary lights in
the bargain!

Part II of a special, two-part Field’s End Event,
taking place at Bainbridge Island Museum of Art
The evening portion of author Ann Hood’s double bill,
presented with Field’s End and Churchmouse, revolves
around a volume she edited, Knitting Yarns: Writers on Knitting, a collection of
poignant, funny, and moving essays by twenty-seven extraordinary writers
about the transformative power of knitting. This event will be divided into two
parts: a dramatic reading from several of the essays, followed by Ann reading
her essay and an informal talk about how the book came to be. There will a
Q&A at the end, then a book signing/reception. Attendees of the evening
event will be given a surprise gift bag!
Tickets for this event will be $25 through September 22nd, and $30
thereafter. Please note the special date, time and venue of this event!
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